Scoring (Continued)

EI-2865
Ages 8 to Adult
2–8 players

The last player to make a word cannot play a word
and receives only one point for that round.
At the end of the game, deduct the remaining points
in a player’s hand from that player’s total score.

Winning!

The player with the highest score wins.

Valid Words

All words are valid except:
A

proper names of people (ex: Charles)

A

abbreviations (ex: D.C.)

A

contractions (ex: don’t)

The ra

A word must be at least two letters long.

Challenging

Use a dictionary for validation.
If a challenger is incorrect (the challenged word is valid),
the value of the challenged word is deducted from the
challenger’s score.
If the challenger is correct (the challenged word is not valid),
the value of the challenged word is deducted from the score
of the player of that word.
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OBJECT OF THE GAME

Race to get the most points by forming words using
a combination of your consonant cards and the vowels
rolled on the dice!

3. Players shout out their words as they place them down
for their opponents to see.
4. Players discard played cards after each round.

A Word to the Wise

SETUP

A

Deal five cards to each player. Place the remaining deck
face down in the center of the playing surface.

A

LET’S PLAY!

A

Round 1
1. Choose a starting player to roll both vowel dice so all
can see them.
2. Players race to make a valid word with the highest point
value using their consonant cards and one or more of
the vowels rolled on the dice. Each vowel can be used
as many times as needed or not at all.
A

If an E and an A are rolled, the player could make
CRATE and score seven points or CREATE and score
eight points.
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If the WILD side is rolled, the player may use it for
any vowel the player chooses including the letter Y.
For example, the following roll could be BOOT or
BOAT. Both words are worth five points each.
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Once a word has been played and stated,
it cannot be changed.
No duplicate words are allowed in a round.
The first player to place a word gets the word.
The last player to make a word cannot play the
word and receives only one point for that round.
It is not necessary to be first, but you do not want
to be last!

Consecutive Rounds
The player with the first word in the previous round starts
the next round.
5. Beginning with the starter, each player draws one card
in a clockwise direction until all players have five cards or
there are no cards left in the deck. Each player must have
at least one card to begin a round.
6. Play continues until there are no cards left in the deck
and at least one player is out of cards at the end of a
round, or every player does not have at least one card
to begin a round.

Scoring

Players add their points each round. All vowels are worth
one point. The WILD side has no point value.
A

Example: C 3 A 1 R 1 T 1 O 1 O 1 N 1 = nine points

The first player to place and state a word of three or more
letters in each round gets three bonus points. Two-letter
words get no bonus points.
Players using all five cards in their hand get ten bonus points.

